
INTRODUCTION 

THE THESIS of this paper is a simple one—
namely that the first stage in the scientific study of 
interpersonal relationships should be one of de-
scription and classification. Such a view seems 
natural to biologists, since the bases of their sci-
ence were laid by the painstaking work of genera-
tions of taxonomists and systematists. Indeed bio-
logists who study behaviour have placed great em-
phasis on description, often producing 
"ethograms" which catalogue the behavioural rep-
ertoire of the species they are studying before they 
analyse any one aspect in depth. For some experi-
mental psychologists the need for description has 
been less obvious. This was especially the case 
with those learning theorists who, modelling their 
approach on that of classical physics, forgot that 
classical physics dealt to a large extent with every-
day phenomena, such as falling apples, or the ap-
pearance of sticks in water, which did not require 
description. Where classical physics dealt with 
phenomena that were not immediately apparent, 
such as the movements of heavenly bodies or the 
colours produced by a prism, careful description 
was essential. And to carry this one stage further, 
it is almost a truism to say that many of the diffi-
culties that psychiatrists face arise because they 
lack an adequate taxonomy, and faute de mieux 
must depend on one based on the inappropriate 
model of somatic disease. 

Anyone examining the literature on inter-
individual relationships cannot fail to be struck by 

the diversity of theoretical and methodological 
approaches used in their study, and by the dearth 
of attempts to integrate them. I believe that the 
lack of integration in this area of social science 
stems in part from the absence of a descriptive 
base. If we are to make progress in understanding 
relationships, or if we are to specify the conditions 
necessary for the development of one sort of rela-
tion-ship rather than another, we must surely start 
with a descriptive approach. 

Of course this does not mean that description is 
an end in itself. Description, and the classification 
of phenomena that description makes possible, are 
but first steps. Indeed description must be guided 
by its longer-term goals, for description inevitably 
involves selection amongst the phenomena avail-
able for description, and that selection must be 
guided by the uses to which the description is to 
be put. Whilst the long-term goal of a comprehen-
sive theory of inter-individual relationships is still 
far beyond our grasp, description may help us to-
wards more limited objectives. It may form a basis 
for greater understanding of the dynamics of rela-
tionships, point to more accurate prognoses, or 
help us to specify the conditions necessary for the 
formation of this sort of relationship rather than 
that. 

This paper contains a tentative attempt to spec-
ify some of the dimensions along which relation-
ships differ, and to examine their relevance to the 
dynamic stability of relationships. The focus is 
especially, but not exclusively, on parent–child 
relationships. The paper was first presented as part 
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of an annual series to commemorate the work of 
Emanuel Miller: since Dr. Miller was initially 
trained in moral sciences, and had a continuing 
interest in the conceptual and methodological is-
sues relating to his work, I hope its aim would 
have appealed to him. 

In view of its complexity, the subject of inter-
personal relationships might seem inappropriate for 
a biologist: principles useful in studying animals 
could be at best trivial and at worst misleading 
when applied to man. It is therefore perhaps neces-
sary to explain how my concern in this topic arose. 
At a time when the extent to which short periods of 
separation between mother and infant could affect 
the behavioural development of the infant was con-
troversial, we started to use rhesus monkeys for an 
experimental approach to the problem. The experi-
ments showed that the distress shown by the infants 
after reunion was related to certain aspects of the 
mother–infant relationship before separation—
namely to a measure of the frequency with which 
the infant's attempts to gain contact with the mother 
were rejected, and a measure of how great a part 
the infant had to play in maintaining mutual prox-
imity with his mother when off her (Hinde and 
Spencer-Booth, 1970, 1971a). These two measures, 
which we had found to have predictive value, could 
be described colloquially as measures of "tension" 
in the relationship, but how were we to know that 
the measures we had chosen were the most useful 
ones? The number of things we could have meas-
ured were almost infinite, so how could we know 
that those chosen were the ones of greatest immedi-
ate significance or predictive value? The need for 
guidelines for describing relationships was appar-
ent, but what we could find in the literature on hu-
man inter-personal relationships was only moder-
ately helpful (see Swensen, 1973). 

In such a situation, one possible approach 
would be to measure many aspects of the interac-
tions in which one is interested and then, by factor 
analysis or some comparable technique, assess 
which measures co-vary and thus perhaps depend 
on common underlying mechanisms. But however 
many measures one uses, some selection must op-
erate, and the factors extracted are inevitably lim-
ited by the data fed in. 

Since selection is inevitable, how can we guide 
that selection along lines relevant to our long-term 
aims? Here it seems reasonable not to discard as 
preliminary guidelines the qualities we notice in 
everyday life—for instance is this couple affec-
tionate or competitive, understanding or insensi-

tive with each other? Perhaps, if we can only come 
to terms with such qualities with sufficient preci-
sion, they will help us towards understanding the 
dynamics of relationships, and indicate to us the 
bricks appropriate for our theoretical structure. 

Now in everyday life the criteria by which 
such qualities are assessed are some-what intan-
gible, and we must attempt to associate them with 
objective measures. But in so doing we must also 
remember that objective behavioural data can be 
misleading if devoid of meaning (cf. Poole, 
1975)—and the quickest (and sometimes only?) 
way to meaning may be through the use of intro-
spective evidence. The student of interpersonal 
relationships must thus walk along a knife-edge: 
objective criteria are essential for purposes of de-
scription and communication, but this need must 
not lead to a neglect of the complexity and inter-
subjectivity inherent in relationships. 

Although this work started with studies of rhesus 
monkeys (see Hinde and Simpson, 1975), I hope it 
will already be apparent that I do not believe that 
studying monkeys can enable us fully to compre-
hend human interpersonal relation-ships. However I 
do believe that principles derived from monkeys are 
worth trying out on man and that, in part because of 
the ways in which monkeys differ from man and 
especially because of their relative simplicity, stud-
ies of non-human primates can sometimes enable us 
to see more clearly issues that would 'otherwise be 
obscured by the complexity of the human case 
(Hinde, in press a). 

INTERACTIONS AND RELATIONSHIPS 

It is necessary first to define what is meant by a 
relationship, and to make some general points about 
the dynamics of relationships. A relationship in-
volves a series of interactions in time. By an interac-
tion we usually mean a sequence in which individ-
ual A shows behaviour X to individual B, or A shows 
X to B and B responds with T. Often interactions 
consist of a sequence of such events, but it would be 
unprofitable to attempt to specify precisely either 
the limits of complexity of the behavioural events or 
even the precise dividing line between an interaction 
and a relationship (see discussion in Hinde, in press, 
b; Hinde and Stevenson–Hinde, in press). 

For example, interactions involving a sequence 
of behavioural events can be classified according to 
the extent to which each response by each partici-
pant was determined by the preceding behaviour of 
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the other participant, and how much it was predeter-
mined and independent of the other's behaviour 
(Jones and Gerard, 1967). In so far as the behav-
ioural events are independent of each other they can 
be considered as units: in so far as they form a pre-
determined sequence, that sequence can be consid-
ered as a unit. In general the distinction between an 
interaction, which involves a strictly limited span of 
time, and a relationship, which involves a much 
longer period, is clear enough. 

To describe an interaction, it is necessary to de-
scribe first what A did to B (and B to A). They may 
for instance be talking or fighting or kissing. In ad-
dition we must specify how they are doing it—are 
they talking in an animated or dispassionate fashion? 
What are they talking about? Are they fighting sav-
agely? Kissing passionately, tenderly, or dutifully? 
In more general terms, to what extent are they in-
volved in what they are doing? To what extent are 
the different aspects of their behaviour consistent 
with each other? For instance, does the tone of their 
voices belie the words that they use (Haley, 1959). 
The complexity that may underlie quite brief en-
counters has been analysed with elegance by Goff-
man (1961, 1963, 1967) and will not be discussed 
here. We may refer to such properties of interactions 
as qualities, without of course any implication that 
they cannot be subjected to quantitative treatment. 
In human interactions such qualities can be as or 
more important than what the interactants actually 
did together. 

A relationship involves a series of interactions* 
in time. To describe a relation-ship, it is necessary to 
describe the interactions that occur—that is, their 
content and their quality. It is also necessary to de-
scribe how those interactions are patterned in time—
that is, their absolute and relative frequencies, when 
they occur with respect to each other, and how they 
affect each other. The importance of patterning will 
be discussed later: it is sufficient here to say that the 
most important clues to the significance and mean-
ing of an interaction to the participants may be the 
context of other interactions in which it lies. 

In practice, of course, we would never describe a 
relationship in terms of the details of all the interac-
tions that occur—we abstract from the empirical 
data to make generalizations about the nature of the 
interactions that characterize the relationship, and 
how they are patterned (Hinde, in press, b). In the 
human case there may be short cuts to this end—

interviews may permit assessment of some aspects 
of a relationship more rapidly than observation. 
Here two contradictory points must be made. On the 
one hand, the discrepancies between how a person 
says he behaves and what he actually does are noto-
rious. On the other, as we shall see in a moment, 
what a person thinks about a relationship may be 
more important for some issues than the interactions 
that actually occur within that relationship. But in 
any case every relationship must involve a series of 
interactions in time; what the participants think 
about the relationship must be in some way related 
to those interactions; and description of the relation-
ship must ultimately be derived from them. 

In studying relationships, it is a proper assump-
tion that each interaction affects the future course 
of the relationship, even if only by confirming the 
status quo. In other words any stability that a rela-
tionship has is dynamic in nature. Since all rela-
tionships are prone to change—either as a conse-
quence of interactions within the relationship or 
through changes in the participants produced in 
other ways—stability in a relationship is a relative 
matter: it implies that the relationship continues, 
but need imply neither absolute constancy of con-
tent nor a specified final or goal state (Hinde and 
Stevenson-Hinde, in press). 

The manner and extent to which one interac-
tion affects subsequent ones is not always immedi-
ately obvious, and requires consideration of ef-
fects between behavioural, affective and cognitive 
levels. One rather crude experimental example 
will serve to exemplify this. Valins (1966) showed 
male subjects pictures of semi-nude females whilst 
providing them with a false feed-back purporting 
to be of their own heart rate. Both in assessments 
immediately after the presentations and in inter-
views a month later the men preferred the pictures 
that they thought had aroused them to those they 
thought had not. This suggests that in a natural 
interaction it is not so much the stimuli presented 
by each partner to the other that matter, as the ex-
tent to which the recipient of the stimuli believes 
himself to have been affected by them. We shall 
return to this issue later. 

We may now discuss some of the dimensions 
along which relationships differ. In each case, as 
appropriate or necessary, some attempt is made to 
indicate how the dimension may affect the dy-
namic stability of relationships, its particular rele-

*This paper is concerned primarily with relationships between individuals known to each other, rather than with categories 
of individual relationships (e.g. "the mother-child relationship") or relationships between categories of individuals (e.g. 
policemen and motorists). 
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vance to studies of the parent–child relationship, 
and the attempts we are making to measure it in 
rhesus monkeys. It will quickly become apparent 
that some of the dimensions are mutually related, 
and that each can be applied at a number of dif-
ferent levels of analysis. 

SOME DIMENSIONS OF RELATIONSHIPS 

(i) Content of interactions 

Description of a relationship usually starts from 
the content of the interactions that occur within it. 
Because particular types of interaction tend to be 
associated together, relationships can be classified 
according to the types of interaction they contain 
(Simpson, 1973). Thus a monkey consort relation-
ship involves sex behaviour, grooming and mutual 
proximity, whilst a mother—infant relationship in-
volves nursing, grooming, protection, play, prox-
imity, etc. 

Within any type of relationship, the quality of a 
particular one may depend on the presence or 
prominence of certain types of interaction. Thus we 
are more likely to describe a mother–infant rela-
tionship as a warm one if play is frequent than if it 
is scarce, though of course other criteria contribute 
to our judgement. In rhesus monkeys, Simpson has 
shown that some mothers play a game with their 
infants which bears some resemblances to the look-
ing–looking away games that human mothers play 
(Hinde and Simpson, 1975), and preliminary data 
suggest that the mothers who play that game also 
have warm relationships with their infants as as-
sessed by other criteria (Simpson, personal commu-
nication). 

It is worth noting here that we have already ap-
plied this dimension both at the level of discrimi-
nating major functional categories of relationship 
(consort from mother—infant), and at the level of 
distinguishing some mother—infant relationships 
from others according to whether or not they con-
tain play. We could go further and use the dimen-
sion to distinguish mother–infant relationships con-
taining play from each other according to the kinds 
of play involved. The reader will observe that, in a 
similar way, many of the dimensions discussed 
later can apply at a number of different levels of 
analysis. 

(ii) Diversity of interactions 

A related characteristic concerns the diversity of 
types of interaction that occur. This approximates 
to what Altman and Taylor (1973) call the 

"breadth" of the relationship. If a relationship in-
volves only one type of interaction, as for instance 
a relationship with a drinking companion or busi-
ness colleague, it can be described as single-
stranded or uniplex: if many, as multi-stranded or 
multiplex. The distinction is of course not absolute, 
and again depends on the level of analysis. Thus 
the mother–infant relationship could be called uni-
plex, involving only maternal–filial responses; or 
multiplex, involving suckling, grooming, playing, 
protecting and so on. The important issue is the 
dimension of diversity of behaviour involved, not 
the dichotomy. 

The diversity of interactions within a relation-
ship is of crucial importance to its dynamics, for 
interactions of one type may affect others in a vari-
ety of ways : 

(a) By conditioning. In the course of each type of 
interaction, each participant may become condi-
tioned to characteristics of the other not necessarily 
crucial for that interaction, but possibly relevant to 
other types of interaction. This has been studied ex-
perimentally in the context of the formation of par-
ent–offspring relation-ships in birds. Each of a num-
ber of filial responses (such as begging, following, 
obtaining warmth) can at first be elicited by a rather 
wide range of stimulus situations : as a result of ex-
perience, the range of stimuli effective for each re-
sponse becomes limited to those that have actually 
been encountered, and each response also condi-
tioned to other aspects of the eliciting situation that 
were initially not effective. Since the parent bears 
the stimuli initially effective for several types of fil-
ial behaviour, by this conditioning some parental 
characteristics become effective for several re-
sponses. Thus the chick's experience in one type of 
interaction affects subsequent interactions of other 
types with the same mother (Bateson, 1966, 1973; 
James, 1959; Hinde, 1961). The process whereby 
stimuli from the mother come to be effective for 
diverse responses in the repertoire of the chick must 
surely contribute to the way in which the chick 
comes to respond to her not merely as a collection 
of separate elicitors, but as an individual. Similar 
principles probably operate in non-human primates, 
and the conditioning paradigm has been applied suc-
cessfully to the formation of relationships in man 
(Lott and Lott, 1972; Byrne and Clore, 1970). 

(b) Through values gained and costs incurred. 
Thibaut and Kelly (1959), Homans (1961) and 
others have linked everyday experience with rein-
forcement theory in the view that individuals con-
tinue to perform activities so long as the values 
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thereby obtained outweigh the costs. (The limita-
tions of the usefulness of the reinforcement con-
cept in the understanding of relationships has been 
discussed elsewhere (Hinde and Stevenson-Hinde, 
in press) and the matter will not be pursued here. 
For present purposes it is sufficient to agree that it 
is useful for some purposes.) Now a relation-ship 
is extended in time, and the pay-off for one type of 
response may lie in the future, and perhaps in an-
other type of interaction made possible by contin-
ued association with the same individual. In other 
words, much of our social behaviour depends not 
on an immediate return, but on expectations of fu-
ture interactions with the same person. In a multi-
plex relationship the expectation may involve a 
quite different type of interaction from that cur-
rently in progress. 

(c) Through positive or negative effects of one 
type of interaction on others not mediated through 
values or costs consequent upon that type of inter-
action. The mechanisms involved here are diverse. 
For example, some types of interaction pave the 
way for others : thus over a wide range of species 
courtship, through its endocrine or psychological 
effects on the partner, leads to copulation. Again, in 
human cultures, convention decrees that certain 
types of interactions (e.g. greeting ceremonies) pre-
cede others. Furthermore, whilst some types of in-
teraction may be frequently associated with each 
other in a relationship, others may be (or be 
deemed) incompatible—for instance filial and sex-
ual responses to the same woman. 

For such reasons, the diversity of interactions 
within a relationship is one of its crucial character-
istics. 

(iii) Reciprocity vs complementarity: control 
and power 

An issue which cuts across the previous ones 
concerns the extent to which the interactions are re-
ciprocal (or symmetrical) or complementary. A re-
ciprocal interaction is one in which the participants 
show similar behaviour, either simultaneously or 
alternately, whereas in a complementary interaction 
the behaviour of one differs from, but complements, 
that of the other. Thus when two monkeys engage in 
rough-and-tumble play they may alternately chase 
and be chased, bite and be bitten, as first one and 
then the other takes the initiative: the interaction is 
reciprocal. But when the young infant interacts with 
his mother he often shows filial behaviour, she ma-
ternal. In male–female copulatory behaviour the part 
taken by each is complementary to that taken by the 

other, but in sociosexual behaviour in a broad sense, 
in which either sex may be mounter or mountee, the 
rules are less well defined. Dominance–
subordinance interactions are by definition comple-
mentary, grooming interactions more nearly recipro-
cal. 

In some relationships, all interactions are recip-
rocal. For example, some relation-ships between 
young monkeys approach this condition, each par-
ticipant playing equivalent, though alternating, 
parts. In other relationships all interactions are 
complementary. The classic dominance–
subordinance relationship is a case in point: mon-
key A threatens monkey B, bites B, and has priority 
to food and water over B; whilst B avoids A and 
grooms A more than A grooms B. In such a case 
dominance–subordinance can be regarded as an 
intervening variable in the loose sense that it links 
not necessarily a number of independent and de-
pendent variables (Miller, 1959), but at least a 
number of dependent ones (Hinde, 1970, p. 198). 
Its usefulness will depend on the number of vari-
ables so linked. Where only one dependent variable 
is being studied (e.g. who threatens whom?), it is of 
merely descriptive usefulness, but where several 
are involved it can be explanatory. It is useful in an 
explanatory sense in so far as there are regularities, 
across a number of relationships, in the pattern of 
directions of interactions. If, for instance, the par-
ticipants who threaten more are usually the ones 
that are avoided, more, receive more grooming and 
hold their tails highest, we may "explain" all these 
aspects of the relationship in terms of the 
"dominance–subordinance" of the participants. 

In that the interactions in some relationships are 
consistently reciprocal, and in others consistently 
complementary, it might seem that relationships, 
rather than interactions, could be classified on this 
dimension. In many relationships, however, the 
pattern of directions of interactions does not con-
form to any established pattern. Thus Jackson 
(1959) who classified relationships (rather than in-
teractions) into complementary relationships (i.e. 
those in which one receives and the other gives, or 
one is dominant and the other submissive) and 
symmetric relationships (the participants have 
equivalent status), introduced also a third category 
of "parallel" relationships. In these the relative 
parts played by the participants changed, with ei-
ther often initiating, controlling or taking decisions 
in particular types of inter-action. The classification 
of marital relationships used by Lederer and Jack-
son (1968) depended in part on the extent to which 
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there was or was not agreement between the part-
ners concerning the areas over which each exer-
cised control. The category of "parallel" relation-
ships thus represents a failure in the attempt to clas-
sify relationships as either complementary or recip-
rocal, and it would seem better to consider recip-
rocity versus complementarity at the level of inter-
actions. 

In any case, complementarity within a relation-
ship may involve more than one dimension. In his 
classic work, Winch (1958) distinguished four 
types of marriage based on the two dimensions of 
dominance–subordinance and nurturance-
receptivity. However he recognized that not all 
marriages fall into these types, and this is in part 
because of a lack of correspondence between the 
direction of dominance–subordinance or nurtur-
ance–receptivity amongst the different interactions 
within relationships. It is probably necessary to go 
even further than this and to recognize that "role 
bargaining" goes on over many contexts within the 
relationship with results that cannot be interpreted 
along just one or two dimensions (see also Maslow, 
1962). 

So far I have argued against the labelling of 
whole relationships as reciprocal or complemen-
tary, expressed doubts about the extent to which 
relationships can be characterized in terms of com-
plementariness along only one or two dimensions, 
and argued for characterization of the types of in-
teractions or areas within the relation-ships accord-
ing to the nature of their reciprocity or complemen-
tariness. Such a procedure will, of course, gain ac-
curacy only at the cost of complexity. It remains to 
add that even that may not be sufficient. Consider 
for example Berne's (1964) (1964) distinction be-
tween three "ego-states"—Parent, Adult and Child. 
The ego state that is dominant is inferred from cur-
rent behaviour and feelings, and the terms are self-
explanatory. Thus the Child is innocent, spontane-
ous, fun-loving; the Adult mature and oriented to-
wards reality; and the Parent authoritative. Transac-
tions between the two individuals can be analysed 
according to the ego-states involved at the time of 
the interchange, and these may change from mo-
ment to moment. In the current usage, a transaction 
between two similar ego states (e.g. Adult and 
Adult) could be termed reciprocal, and one between 
two different states (e.g. Parent and Child) as com-
plementary. * 

Now Berne has shown that the ego state of a 
respondent that replies may not be the ego state that 
was addressed, and the reply may be addressed to 
an ego state of the initiator other than the ego state 
which started the interchange. For instance, the ini-
tial remark may be addressed from adult to adult 
ego state, but the reply may come from the child 
ego state of the respondent and be addressed to the 
parent ego state of the initiator. Furthermore trans-
actions may take place at two levels—an overt 
"social" level and covert "psychological" level. 
Thus the true nature of the complementarity in a 
relationship may require analysis beyond even the 
level of the interactions within that relationship 
(see also Haley, 1959). 

Two other aspects of complementarity must be 
mentioned briefly—control, and power. Although 
the concept of "control" has been used in the pre-
ceding paragraphs, characterization of a relation-
ship in terms of which partner has control is 
fraught with difficulties, and this is nowhere more 
apparent than in studies of the parent–child rela-
tionship. Whilst it was formerly assumed by stu-
dents of human mother–child interaction (though 
not by ethologists concerned with non-human spe-
cies) that control lay with the mother, Bell (1968) 
reviewed convincing evidence for the importance 
of the child's role. This has led to an increasing 
emphasis on the effects of the infant on his care-
giver (Lewis and Rosenblum, 1974). It has been 
argued elsewhere (Hinde, 1974, 1975), however, 
that there is great need to specify rather precisely 
the questions being asked in this area. That the 
infant's behaviour, as well as the mother's, deter-
mines the moment to moment course of interac-
tion sequences; and that differences in infant be-
haviour, as well as those in the mother's behav-
iour, play an important part in determining inter-
dyad differences in interaction sequences, is now 
clear (e.g. Bell, 1974; Trevarthen, 1974). That dif-
ferences between mothers at one age are related to 
differences between infants at a later age is shown 
by numerous studies involving a variety of de-
pendent variables. Some studies go further and 
show both that differences between mothers at one 
age are related to later differences in infant behav-
iour, and that differences between infants at one 
age are related to differences between mothers at a 
later age (Clarke-Stewart, 1973). Finally, there is 
considerable evidence from monkeys that rate of 

This example has been chosen in part to air a difference in terminology. Berne classifies trans-actions according to whether 
the ego state of the respondent addressed by the initiator is the ego state that replies to the initiator, and whether it replies to 
the ego state by which it was addressed. If the answer to both questions is yes, the transaction is classed as "complementary" 
by Berne; whereas if one is no, it is classed as "crossed". Berne here is concerned with whether the participants are to con-
tinue the transaction in the mode in which it was started, or are behaving in a way that will lead to its being broken off.  
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change of the mother–infant relationship as the 
infant develops is determined more immediately 
by changes in the mother than by changes in the 
infant. This last issue has been little studied in 
man, but it is worth pointing out that, while we 
notice the over-protective mother who retards the 
development of her child's independence, we do 
not comment on the mother who weans the child 
from the breast before it wants to be weaned, or 
who moves her child from cot to bed long before it 
needs to move. In summary, then, questions about 
who has the controlling role in the relationship are 
for some purposes too vague; the issues must be 
framed more precisely if the answers are to bring 
understanding about the dynamics of the relation-
ship. 

Another way of approaching the question of .
control in the mother–infant relationship is through 
the concepts of exchange theory. In general, A's 
power over B depends on A's ability to affect out-
comes for B and the adverse affects of the exercise 
of that ability on his own outcomes. Thus A's power 
over B is the greater, the more he can give B and 
the less the cost of doing so. What A can give B 
depends both on A's resources, and on B's needs for 
those resources and the alternative sources open to 
B (Emerson, 1962). Now French and Raven (1959) 
have delineated five types of power, and we may 
speculate about how these change as the mother–
infant relationship develops. Reward power is 
based on the ability of A to reward B. This operates 
both ways in the parent–child relationship. With 
young infants the rewards that the infant gives the 
parent, such as smiling or even just existing, seem 
to involve the infant in little cost. However the in-
fant's dependency on his parents, in terms of his 
needs and the availability of other sources of nur-
turance, is high, and clearly greater than their de-
pendency on him. The age changes in these factors, 
though depending on many issues including cul-
tural ones, will clearly lead to a relative diminution 
in parental power. Coercive power, based on the 
ability of A to punish B, also operates both ways: 
the aversive effect that babies' cries can have is 
well known. In most cultures, the normal ability of 
parents to punish young infants, as distinct from 
their ability not to reward them, would seem to be 
small. Age changes must again be much affected by 
cultural factors, but probably involve an increase 
and then a decrease of parental power. Referent 
power is based on identification of B with A in such 
a way that B models himself on A. This probably 
arises primarily from reward power and is exerted 
primarily by parent over child, but the mother who 

"over-identifies" with her child is a fairly familiar 
figure. Expert power, which depends on A's special 
knowledge, and legitimate power, which depends 
on norms internalized from the culture, also rest 
primarily with the parent. However changing cul-
tural norms can perhaps be regarded as having in-
creased the child's legitimate power over its par-
ents. Whilst the age changes indicated above are 
based only on speculation, they suggest dimensions 
along which parent–child relationships may, 
change with age and differ from each other. 

This discussion indicates that the dimension, or 
dimensions, of reciprocity vs complementarity, 
though appearing simple at first sight, in fact in-
volves great complexity. That does not lessen its 
importance for the understanding of relation-ships. 
We may mention briefly three ways in which such 
qualities affect the dynamic stability of a relation-
ship : 

(a) Control and dynamic stability. Complemen-
tarity involving control of, or power over, one part-
ner by the other does not necessarily lead to stabil-
ity in the relation-ship. For example Homans 
(1961) points out that a leader inevitably earns un-
popularity by determining the behaviour of others, 
and this must be compensated by generous re-
wards. The issue has been considered in detail by 
Jones and Gerard (1967), who list the various ways 
in which the power in a relationship may be in-
creased. 

(b) Compensatory responses. In any continuing 
relationship, the behavioural propensities of the 
participants are likely to change with time—either 
as a result of interactions within the relationship, or 
of external vicissitudes. Small changes in one part-
ner will require different changes in the other ac-
cording to whether the interactions concerned are 
reciprocal or complementary. Thus in the recipro-
cal play interactions of rhesus monkeys, if one in-
fant monkey changes in such a manner that he 
seeks to play less, his peer must change in a similar 
fashion if the relationship is to continue. But if, in a 
mother–infant relationship, the infant demands 
more contact, the mother must behave in a comple-
mentary fashion and provide that contact if tension 
is to be minimized (Hinde and Davies, 1972). (A 
third possibility, that change in one partner is coun-
tered by appropriate extinction, punishment or se-
lective reinforcement in the other, has been consid-
ered elsewhere (Hinde and Stevenson-Hinde, in 
press)). 

(c) Complementarity leading to change. Some 
relationships, by the very nature of the comple-
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mentarity of their interactions, carry the seeds of 
their own destruction or transmutation from the 
very start. The parent–child and teacher–pupil re-
lationship are obvious examples. 

(iv) Qualities of interactions 

In addition to describing what the participants 
in a relationship do together, we must describe 
how they do it. A mother rhesus may reject her 
infant roughly, by hitting it or pushing it away, or 
gently, by crossing her arms over her nipples but 
remaining available for the infant to cuddle 
against; and if she permits access, she may or 
may not embrace the infant as it cuddles to her. 

One important quality, that we have been es-
pecially concerned with in studies of rhesus mon-
keys, concerns the extent to which the behaviour 
of each of the two individuals "meshes" with that 
of the other—that is, whether the goals of each 
are aligned with the ongoing goals of the other. 
For example, we have evidence that, when the 
infant is young, the mother often initiates bouts of 
ventro-ventral contact when the infant is not 
ready and subsequently breaks contact, and the 
infant similarly often initiates contact when the 
mother is not ready and subsequently breaks con-
tact. This happens less often as the infant gets 
older. In other words although, as the infant gets 
older, the mother-infant relationship becomes 
more distant in the sense that mother and infant 
spend less time together, it becomes closer in that 
their behaviour (or some of their behaviour) be-
comes better meshed (Hinde and White, 1974). 
Again, Simpson (Hinde and Simpson, in press; 
Simpson, in prep.) has shown that mother-infant 
pairs, studied when the infants are the same age, 
differ in various measures of "meshing" between 
the partners. These data could be interpreted as 
involving little more than one partner ceasing to 
approach (or leave) the other in the absence of 
signals that he or she is likely to accept the move. 
However it could, and probably often does, in-
volve much more—including behaviour directed 
towards changing the goals of the partner's behav-
iour (Bowlby, 1969). We have suggested that 
"meshing" may be the behavioural correlate of 
some aspects of intersubjectivity (Asch, 1952). 

The importance of a similar dimension is appar-
ent in the human parent-child relationship (Bowlby, 
1969). At first, expression of the infant's demands 
are not related to the mother's behaviour, but gradu-
ally he comes to tailor his demands to her willing-
ness to respond. One might predict that an infant 

whose mother was always equally responsive or 
unresponsive would have difficulty in acquiring 
this sort of sensitivity. Reciprocally the mother, by 
virtue of temperament and/or experience, must 
come to adjust her life so that it does not clash too 
dramatically with the infant's demands. It must be 
noted that, in at least some Western cultures, the 
relationships judged to be healthiest are those in 
which each participant makes some adjustment, so 
that, for example, neither follows its own intrinsic 
schedule or is forced slavishly to follow the other's. 

It is unnecessary to say more about qualities of 
the mother-infant relationship, since much current 
research is aimed towards obtaining reliable indices 
of such qualities as maternal tenderness and sensi-
tivity. The task is of course a difficult one, and the 
extent to which such qualities are correlated be-
tween different types of interaction in the same re-
lationship is an open one. 

A quality of one of the constituent interactions 
of a relationship may or may not be applicable to 
others. For example, a rhesus mother may be re-
jecting of her infant's nursing requests but not of 
his requests to be groomed: indeed chimpanzees 
and rhesus mothers often comfort infants, who are 
distressed because access to the nipple has been 
denied them, with other types of attention. Further-
more the quality even of one type of interaction 
may vary with the context : rhesus mothers reject 
their infants less when living alone than when in a 
group (Hinde and Spencer-Booth, 1967), and pig-
tailed monkey mothers hit their infants more when 
living in a poor laboratory environment than when 
in a so-called rich laboratory environment (Jensen 
et al., 1968).  

On the other hand, qualities can be valid not 
only for all types of interaction within a relation-
ship, but for all or most of the relationships of a 
given individual. In so far as one individual be-
haves consistently to diverse others, but differently 
from the ways in which they behave to each other, 
he may be labelled as rejecting, cold, affectionate, 
and so on. 

Qualities which apply to reciprocal interactions 
(i.e. those in which the two partners take similar 
parts, either at the same time or alternately as in 
peer–peer play) may apply either to one or to both 
partners. Thus it is possible for both partners to 
show sensitivity, or for one to behave with sensitiv-
ity and the other not. But where the qualities imply 
complementarity (i.e. two partners take different 
parts, as in mother–infant relationships), they often 
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apply to the interaction more readily than to either 
partner independently; if one partner controls, the 
other must be controlled; if one rejects, the other 
must be rejected. Where a quality depends on both 
partners, it is likely to do so in complex ways. For 
example, how a rhesus mother rejects an infant's at-
tempts to gain the nipple depends in part on how 
often he makes such attempts: the same mother 
might never reject an undemanding infant but vigor-
ously reject a demanding one. But conversely how 
often the infant attempts to make contact will de-
pend in part on how and how often the mother re-
jects him, as well as on other factors such as his 
changing milk requirements, the availability of play-
mates, and so forth. 

The rewards obtained by the participants in a re-
lationship may of course depend not only on what 
the participants do together, but also on how they do 
it. The qualities of interactions may therefore be of 
crucial importance for the stability of the relation-
ship. 

(v.) Relative frequency and patterning of inter-
actions 

Some of the judgements that we make about the 
quality of relationships depend not so much on the 
content or quality of particular types of interactions, 
but on how interactions are patterned—that is, on 
their relative as well as their absolute frequency, 
and on how they are interrelated. For example, we 
should describe a mother–infant relationship in 
which the baby regularly cried just before feeding 
differently from one in which it regularly cried after 
feeding. 

Rhesus monkeys can be used to describe a 
rather different type of case. If a rhesus mother 
frequently rejects her infant's attempts to gain ven-
tro–ventral contact and never initiates them, we 
might describe her as rejecting. If she never rejects 
the infant and frequently initiates contact herself, 
we might describe her as possessive. But if she 
often rejects and often initiates, or seldom does 
either, we would describe her respectively as con-
trolling or permissive. These latter judgements 
could not be based solely on one type of interac-
tion, and must depend on both. 

We are in fact dealing here with emergent quali-
ties—qualities not present in the separate interac-
tions, but emergent from the relations between 
them. Clearly the rewards obtained from a relation-
ship—and perhaps even more the ratio of rewards 
to costs—may depend on such qualities. 

(vi.) Multidimensional qualities  

We have already mentioned that qualities of 
interactions may apply to only one type of interac-
tion, or to a range of interactions within the rela-
tionship. Sometimes our readiness to apply a qual-
ity label to a relationship depends on the con-
currence of a number of characteristics. For in-
stance, we find rhesus mothers who frequently 
take the initiative in making ventro–ventral con-
tact with their infants, also place one of their arms 
round the infant for much of the time that it is in 
contact, and also rank high in the frequency with 
which they groom their infants (Hinde and 
Spencer-Booth, 1971b; Hinde and Simpson, in 
press). We are tempted to describe such relation-
ships as "warm". "Warmth", however, is not sim-
ply the opposite of "rejectingness". The three 
measures just mentioned are only weakly nega-
tively correlated with the frequency with which 
the mother rejects the infant's attempts to gain 
ventro–ventral contact, or the relative role that the 
infant has to play in keeping near the mother when 
off her. 

Many everyday judgements about relationships 
turn out on analysis to depend on characteristics 
even more diverse than those just mentioned as as-
pects of "maternal warmth" in rhesus monkeys. For 
example, we would be more prone to describe a 
relationship as affectionate if: 

(a) It involves interactions of a number of dif-
ferent types (i.e. is multiplex). 

(b) It is of long duration. 

(c) In the absence of the other each partner 
shows special types of behaviour adapted to 
or tending to restore proximity. 

(d) The behaviour of each partner is organized 
in relation to the ongoing behaviour of the 
other (i.e. they mesh). 

(e) The anxiety induced by strange objects or 
situations is alleviated by the presence of 
the partner. 

(f) Actions conducive to the welfare of the 
other are likely to be repeated. 

It is not suggested that these are all the proper-
ties on which the designation "affectionate" may 
depend, nor that all these are always necessary; and 
it will be noted that some of them would also be 
characteristic of long-standing enemies, and that 
the label of affectionate depends in part on their co-
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existence. These properties have been listed in part 
because they can all be identified, and studied with 
moderate rigour, even in the rhesus mother–infant 
relationship. But setting them out like this serves to 
emphasize that affection is multidimensional, and 
cannot be assessed along a simple scale—a point of 
which novelists are well aware. Furthermore, it is 
possible that we shall be able to use these observ-
ables in studies aimed at investigating the condi-
tions conducive to the formation of affectionate re-
lationships, and other less tangible properties of 
affectionate relationships may turn out to be associ-
ated with them. It is of course implied that each of 
these properties (except (b)) may affect the dy-
namic stability of the relationship. 

(vii) Cognitive and moral levels—levels of per-
spective 

Two sets of properties of crucial importance to 
both the nature and stability of a relationship con-
cern the cognitive and moral levels of the partici-
pants. These are of course relatively loose terms, 
but I refer to the stages described by Piaget (1959), 
Kohlberg and Turiel (1971), and Loevinger and 
Wessler (1970). It will be apparent that many of 
the qualities of the interactions in a relationship, 
the kinds of complementariness that can occur, 
and the ability of the relationship to withstand vis-
cissitudes, may be related to the absolute and rela-
tive cognitive levels of the participants. Further-
more, relationships may have special properties 
depending on the interrelations between the abso-
lute and relative moral and cognitive levels of the 
participants and other characteristics of the rela-
tionship. Thus relationships involving dominance–
subordinance and nurturance–dependence interac-
tions will differ markedly in character if the part-
ners function at different moral or cognitive levels 
than if they are similar in these respects. 

It may be noted here that the parent–child rela-
tionship, so often held up as the source of all rela-
tionships, is highly peculiar in the discrepancy in 
these characters between the two participants. Its 
very nature depends on the differences between 
them. But here also is another curious thing. Recent 
studies of mother–infant interaction emphasize that 
a mother behaves to her infant as though it was 
functioning at a much more advanced level than is 
likely to be the case. She constantly imputes intent 
to its movements, cries and gurgles (Bruner, in 
press). Whilst there may be a greater element of in-
tent than we are willing to allow (Trevarthen, 1974), 
mothers perpetually overestimate it. Furthermore, 
much of the complex interaction between mother 

and infant, and especially the conversational games, 
depend on the mother doing so. Does this mean that 
the mother–infant relationship depends for its nature 
on a delusion? 

It may be profitable to link discussion of the lev-
els of the participants in a relationship to another 
approach to the structure of interpersonal relation-
ships. At the behavioural level, a relationship in-
volves two individuals, say A and B. Yet A's behav-
iour to B is directed not to B as he is, but to A's per-
ception of B, and this may bear little or no resem-
blance to B as he is. The less resemblance, the less 
accurate will be A's predictions of B's behaviour, 
and the less can A's behaviour "mesh" with that of 
B. Similarly B behaves towards A according to B's 
perception of A, which may not necessarily be 
closely similar to A as he is. Furthermore A may be-
have towards B in ways that B deems inappropriate, 
and/or B may attempt to constrain his behaviour to 
meet A's inappropriate and inaccurate expectations. 
We may refer here to Secord and Backman's (1965) 
view that "congruency" is an important factor in in-
terpersonal attraction. "Congruency" is the percep-
tual cognitive state achieved in a relationship when 
B's characteristics or behaviour contain implications 
congruent with A's own behaviour or self-image. 
Especially relevant in this context are "congruency 
by implication", where A views B's behaviour as 
confirming A's view of A's self concept, and 
"congruency by validation" where B's behaviour 
leads A to behave in ways that confirm his self con-
cept. 

It could perhaps be argued that this level of 
analysis is necessary even to under-stand an inter-
action between, let us say, a dominant and subor-
dinate rhesus monkey. Indeed "meshing" (see 
above) at a behavioural level in a variety of con-
texts would be a probable correlate of 
"congruency". But we know from our own experi-
ence that it is also necessary to consider A's view 
of B's view of himself. This of course is the ap-
proach of Laing (1969), (Laing et al., 1966), who 
emphasizes three levels of perspective : 

Direct perspective—A's view of A's relation-
ship with B, A's relationship with A, B's 
relationship with B, or B's relationship 
with A. Similarly with B's views. 

Metaperspective—B's view of A's view of A's 
relationship with B, A's relationship with 
A, etc. 

Metametaperspective—A's view of B's view 
of A's view of A's relationship with B, etc. 
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Laing has used his existential phenomenology 
to examine the extent to which 

(a) The two participants agree at the direct level 
(e.g. does A's view of the relationship (AB) 
agree with B's view of (AB). 

(b) They are aware of and understand the other's 
point of view (e.g. does A's view of B's view 
of AB correspond with B's view of (AB)). 

(c) They feel understood (e.g. does A's view of 
B's view of A's view of himself (AA) agree 
with A's view of himself). 

(d) Each realizes that the other understands him 
(e.g. does A's view of B's view of A's view of 
himself correspond with B's view of A's view 
of himself). 

The importance of this approach to an under-
standing of the development of the mother–child 
relationship is apparent, as it provides a way of pic-
turing the initial difference in complexity of cogni-
tive functioning, and the manner in which that dif-
ference is reduced. The very fact that it is of doubt-
ful utility to talk of the newborn's view of his rela-
tionship with his mother, implies that Laing's levels 
of perspective may represent also levels of develop-
ment. That the infant must reconcile its own view of 
its mother (or of its mother's relationship with her-
self) with her own is a matter that has been fre-
quently discussed (Scott, 1973a, b). That maternal 
understanding of the infant's view of herself is con-
ducive to good motherhood is something we proba-
bly all believe. And we may think that it operates 
through the infant's feeling of the mother's under-
standing of the infant's view of her. However, to re-
turn to a point made earlier, it may also be that at 
times the mother's behaviour seems to depend on her 
having a view of the baby's view of her that differs 
from, and is in some ways more complex than, the 
view that the baby actually has of her. 

(viii) Penetration 

A number of writers have stressed the impor-
tance of dimensions describing the intimacy of a 
relationship or the extent to which the personality 
of each is penetrated by the other (Altman and Tay-
lor, 1973; Rokeach, 1968; Lewin, 1964; Fromm, 
1956). Altman and Taylor use a useful "onion skin" 
model of personality—the personality is pictured as 
involving central less visible areas surrounded by 
more numerous peripheral ones, the skins being 
divided into sectors corresponding to different areas 
(e.g. sex, the family, work, etc.), and these subdi-
vided into units within those general areas. Gradual 

penetration of the onion at particular points can 
represent the manner in which relationships de-
velop towards increasing intimacy. Altman and 
Tailor (1973) discuss two dimensions, one relating 
to the number of sectors (general areas) penetrated, 
and the other to the number of units within those 
sectors. It is apparent that the former may be 
closely related to the number of types of interaction 
in the relationship (see (ii) above), but the two must 
be distinguished. An extreme case is the confi-
dante—someone with whom social penetration 
may be extensive, but with whom we engage in 
only one type of inter-action, conversation. 

The second dimension, the depth to which 
penetration has proceeded, is one on which 
Altman and Taylor (1973) place special emphasis. 
Although it appears intangible, they have shown 
that it can be assessed with some degree of objec-
tivity. 

They also list a number of overlapping dimen-
sions of behaviour that are relevant to the penetra-
tion process—breadth of interaction; uniqueness 
of interaction; efficiency of exchange (e.g. sensi-
tivity and accuracy in communication) ; substitut-
ability and equivalency (i.e. the number of ways a 
given feeling can be conveyed) ; synchronization 
and pacing (i.e. meshing) ; permeability and open-
ness; voluntariness and spontaneity; and evalua-
tion (ability to convey positive and negative 
judgements about each other). It will be apparent 
that some of these are related to dimensions dis-
cussed in this paper. 

These dimensions of breadth and depth are of 
crucial importance for the under-standing of many 
adult relationships. I am not aware of studies of the 
parent–child relationship from this point of view. 
One may speculate that in the early years there is a 
marked imbalance in the degree of penetration 
with, following the levels of perspective, a trend 
towards a more balanced situation, the changes be-
ing especially marked (and important?) around pu-
berty. 

STAGES OF RELATIONSHIP  
AND SOCIAL CONTEXT 

So far properties of relationships have been dis-
cussed as though they could be abstracted from the 
relationship and studied in the abstract. This is 
unlikely to be the case, for at least two reasons. 

First, the dynamic properties of a relationship 
change as it progresses. Social exchange theorists 
have recognized four stages (sampling, bargaining, 
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commitment and institutionalization) and argued 
that the nature of the rewarding events and the costs 
incurred change as the relationship proceeds 
(Thibaut and Kelly, 1959; Secord and Backman, 
1974; Altman and Taylor, 1973). This implies that 
the qualities of a relationship must be considered 
with respect to the stage of that relationship, espe-
cially when prognosis is an issue. The point hardly 
needs making in the case of the parent–child rela-
tionship and has in fact already been made in sev-
eral contexts: the judgements we make about a par-
ent–child relationship are always with reference to 
the age of the child or (in the case of adoptions) the 
duration of the relationship. 

Second, each participant in a relationship is en-
meshed also in a network of other relationships. 
The rewards he obtains and the costs he incurs will 
affect, and be affected by, the dynamics of the other 
relationships in which he is involved. Thus the 
qualities of one relationship must be considered in 
the context of the other relationships in which each 
of the participants is involved. 

CONCLUSION 

It will be apparent that the list of dimensions I 
have given is by no means exhaustive, and that 
those discussed are not independent of each other. 
Furthermore, each can be applied at a number of 
different levels of analysis. The list is intended only 
as a temporary framework, possibly of some heuris-
tic value, but not intended to be fundamental. How 
far the dimensions discussed will prove to be rele-
vant to the questions in which we are interested is a 
matter that future research must decide. Perhaps, 
however, specification of dimensions will prove a 
useful preliminary to inter-relating the work of stu-
dents from different disciplines—or even the work 
of students from the same discipline. 

Finally, I would like to emphasize two points 
made in the introduction. First, although this paper 
grew from studies of rhesus monkeys, there should 
be no need to reaffirm that studies of non-human 
species can be of only limited usefulness for under-
standing human relationships. I hope, however, that 
I have justified my belief that we can exploit their 
differences from man. The very fact that they are so 
much simpler than man may enable us to try out 
some concepts and to set some of our thoughts in 
order. 

Second, while I hope that a taxonomic ap-
proach will have some unifying value in this cru-
cially important field, it is only a first step. And it 

is appropriate, by way of conclusion, to indicate 
one way in which a first step in a field as complex 
as this is almost inevitably an oversimplification. 
Some of the previous discussion has concerned the 
relation between the characteristics of a relation-
ship and prognosis. But a relationship with specific 
characteristics may "mean" one thing to one person 
and another to another. Prognoses about relation-
ships must therefore involve the personalities of the 
participants as well as the nature of the relationship 
itself. If an important dimension of personality is 
the extent to which behavioural propensities change 
with situational (relationship) determinants (Bem 
and Allen, 1974), unravelling the interactions be-
tween personality characteristics and dimensions of 
relationships will be no small task. But some 
agreed means of describing relationships will be an 
essential tool. 

SUMMARY 

(1) The study of inter-individual relationships 
requires a descriptive basis. Description, however, 
must be guided with respect to the ultimate goals of 
the investigator—understanding the dynamics of 
relationships, prognosis, specification of necessary 
conditions, etc. 

(2) The nature of inter-individual relationships, 
how they can be described, and the nature of their 
stability, are discussed briefly. 

(3) The following aspects of relationships are 
discussed: (i) Content of the component interac-
tions; (ii) Diversity of interactions; (iii) Reciprocity 
vs Complementarity: Control and Power; (iv) Quali-
ties of component interactions; (v) Relative fre-
quency and patterning of interactions; (vi) Multidi-
mensional qualities; (vii) Cognitive and moral lev-
els: Levels of perspective; (viii) Penetration. 
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